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I .  INTRODUCTION 
In a series of previous papers [4-6] the present authors have developed the 
theory of product integration of operator valued functions. Briefly, the product 
integral is a construction which solves the initial value problem 
y'(x) = A(x) y(x); y(Xo) = I (1.1) 
or the related integral equation 
f 
~ 
y(x) : I + a(s) y(s) as (1.2) 
XO 
where y(x) and A(x) are operator valued functions. We have used the notation 
~[ e A(8)as (1.3) 
X s 
for the product integral solution of (1.1) or (1.2). The product integral (1.3) is 
a direct analogue of the additive integral, f~0 A(s) ds which solves the problem 
y'(x) = A(x); y(Xo) = 0 (1.4) 
and there are many advantages to be gained by studying the product integral 
as an object in its own right, just as there are advantages tostudying the additive 
integral rather than just "solutions to equation (1.4)". As an example, it is not 
difficult o state an easily remembered formula for the product integral of a sum 
of operators; however, stated as a property of solutions of equations of type (1.1), 
this formula becomes quite awkward. Even more important, many properties 
of product integrals are suggested by the product integral notation, and this 
notation has been an aid in the discovery of many useful results. 
In this article, we shall develop a theory of product integration of measures-- 
a natural generalization of the above mentioned theory if one views A(s)ds 
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as a special kind of measure. We shall restrict attention to the case of measures 
with values in the ring of n × n complex matrices ince on the one hand this 
case covers the applications we have in mind, and on the other hand the more 
general case of operator valued measures is so much more technically compli- 
cated that many of the basic ideas of the theory would become obscured. (See 
[4] where the product integral of A(s) ds for A(s) Banach space operator valued 
is developed for a hint of the difficulties.) After developing the product 
integration theory, we shall use the results to analyze the asymptotic behavior 
of solutions of the radial Schr6dinger equation 
d e E(d+ 1) 
dr ~ + r----W--- + t~9 = E9 (1.5) 
for E > 0 and/~ a real Borel measure. (In the special case that/~ has a density 
V(r) with respect o Lebesgue measure, this is the usual radial Schr6dinger 
equation with potential V.) These results are then used to prove existence of 
the M611er wave operators and the scattering operator for some cases not 
previously analyzed. 
Product integration of measures has been considered by several authors in 
varying degrees of generality; some discussion of the results of other authors 
appears in the notes to the references. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ON MEASURES 
In generalizing the theory of product integration of A(s)ds (where A(s) is 
a complex matrix valued function) to matrix valued measures, there are various 
ways to proceed. One could replace A(s)ds by A(s)ix(ds) where /~ is, say, a 
nonnegative Borel measure on an interval of the real numbers; or one could 
deal with the case of a matrix valued Borel measure #(ds), i.e. an n × n matrix 
each of whose entries is a complex Borel measure on a real interval. These 
objects are in fact technically equivalent, but there are advantages to dealing 
with both simultaneously as will be seen. We consider the former case first. 
Because a general nleasure/x can have "pure points", i.e., points x such that 
/~({x}) :/= 0 it turns out to be useful to consider measures defined on half-open 
intervals. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let/~ be a nonnegative finite Borel measure on an interval 
[a, b) of the reals. ByLl([a, b);/~) we mean the set of all (equivalence classes of) 
functions A: [a, b) -+ Cn× ~ for which 
I[ A [Jl = fEa,~ [1 A(s)l!/as) < ~.  
Here Cn×~ is the ring of n × n complex matrices, ]] ][ the usual operator norm 
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on C~x~ , i.e. IIB ][ = sup ]l Bu 11 where the sup is over all u of Euclidean norm 
1 in Cn = complex n-space. We shall define the product integral 
b 
I-[ eA(*)"(as) for A ~Ll([a, b);/z). 
This procedure is quite convenient; the definition is analogous to that of the 
product integral of ./t(0 ds (see [4]), and the set Ll([a, b);/x) is a natural and 
essentially maximal class of product integrable objects. There are, however, 
certain drawbacks. For example it will be useful to have a formula for the product 
integral of expressions of the form 
A(s) tz(ds) -/B(s) v(ds) (2.1) 
where A(s)eLi([a, b); ~) and B(s)6Ll([a, b); v), and (2.1) is apparently of a 
more general form than that considered above. Of course by the Radon- 
Nikodym theorem we have 
~(ds) + B(s) v(ds) = IA(s) ~ + B(s) -~A I ~(ds) (2.2) A(s) 
where A =/~ + v. This is of the form C(s)A(ds) where C(s)~L~([a, b); A); 
however, as might be expected, this makes many useful formulas somewhat 
cumbersome and intractable. One solution is to introduce matrix valued 
measures: 
DEFINITION 2.2. An n X n complex matrix-valued Borel measure on [a, b) 
is a function 
9: Borel subsets of [a, b) -+ C~x~ 
which is countably additive on disjoint families. 
Evidently, an n X n matrix-valued measure/2 can be considered as an n x n 
matrix whose entries/*iJ are complex valued measures. Since complex measures 
have finite total variation ([18]), we may define a nonnegative measure I/2 [, 
the total variation measure of/2, by 
1 /21= ~ Imal  (2.3) 
i,~=l 
where I/z~ ] is the total variation measure of/zij. If/~ is a nonnegative Borel 
measure on [a, b) and A ~L1([a, b);/~), then A(s) lz(ds) defines a matrix valued 
measure/~ by 
/2(T) = [ A(s) tz(ds) (2.4) 
JT 
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for T a Borel set. Conversely, if /~ is a matrix-valued measure then by the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem 
a;, ~L~([a, b); I/2 i). /2(ds) = A(s )1 /21(ds) ;  A - -  d f/21 (2.5) 
In the matrix-valued measure language, the product integral will be denoted 
I-I~ e~(a~). Expressions involving e.g. the product integral of a sum appear more 
natural with this notation; if/21 and/22 are matrix-valued measures, o is/21 +/2~.  
Our policy will be to use whichever notation is more convenient in any given 
context. Some results will be written out in both notations when this is useful. 
In what follows, all measures will be Borel measures. Matrix valued measures 
will be denoted by the symbol ^  as above; any such measure is always of finite 
total variation. A measure without a ^  will be assumed to be nonnegative unless 
specified otherwise. By use of the term "nonnegative" we mean to exclude the 
value +oo so that any nonnegative measure is finite. We shall comment at 
several points on the possibility of removing this finiteness restriction. Because 
a general measure can have pure points, in integrating or product integrating 
over an interval it is necessary to specify whether or not the endpoints are 
included. We make the following convention; in integrating (or product 
integrating) over an interval from a smaller number y to a larger number x, 
we will choose the interval to be closed at y and open at x. We use the notation 
in the following: 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f be a function, /~ a'measure, and x, y real numbers. 
Assuming all integrals make sense we define 
f(s) ~(ds) = ~.~)f(s) t~(ds) if y < x 
f;f(s) I~(ds) = --  Ix(ds) if y > x 
f;f(s) tz(ds) = 0 if y = x. 
(2.6) 
With this definition we have, as usual, 
f (s)  ~(ds) -+- f (s)  t,(ds) = f(s)  i~(ds) (2.7) 
for any three reals x, y, z. 
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3. THE PRODUCT INTEGRAL OF A MEASURE 
Let/~ be a fixed nonnegative Borel measure on [a, b). We shall define the 
product integral of a measure of the form A(s) i~(ds) by first defining the product 
integral of a step function and then approximating by step functions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A partition P of [a, b) is a finite set P = {So, sl ,..., sn} 
with a = s o < s 1 < -" < s~ = b. The intervals of P are the (disjoint) sets 
Ik : [Sk-l,Sk), k : 1 .... ,n. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A function A: [a, b) ~ Cnx ~ is a step-function f and only 
if there is apartition P of [a, b) with A constant on each interval I~ of P. We 
denote the value of A on Ie by Ae.  
DEFINITION 3.3. Suppose A eLl([a, b);/x) and P = {s o ,..., s~} is a partition 
of [a, b). We define a step function, the mean-value approximant A~ corre- 
sponding to A and P by 
Av~ = value of A~ on Ik 
l ~ ff~ A(s) fx(ds) if 
- -  /~- -1  
if 
\ 
~(I~) : 
(3 .1 )  
I t  is not difficult to prove that if A ~Ll([a, b);/~) then 
lira I IA - -Ap l I t  =0  
mesll(e)-~0 (3.2) 
(where mesh(P) --= max [s~ --  s~_ 11). 
Thus, step functions are dense in Ll([a, b);/x). We now proceed to define the 
product integral. I f  B is a step function we define a function EB(x) which will 
turn out to be the product integral of B/z over [a, x). 
DEFINITION 3.4. 
as above. We define EB : [a, b) --~ C~x~ by: 
EB(a) = I 
EB(x) = e Bl"(Es°'x)l, x e (So, sd 
: eB2'~([s~'X))e B1"(I1), x e (s 1 , s~] 
=- e B-"([~.-I'*)) ... eB~"(Za)e B:(z0, x e (s~_l, s~]. 
The following properties of E B will be needed: 
Let B: [a, b)--> C~x~ be a step function, with notation 
(3.3) 
LEMMA 3.1. 
which are not pure points of t~. 
(ii) ]! EB(x)[] ~< e ~llz(s)llu(as) ~< e t{Blll. 
Proof. (i) is a simple consequence of the following facts: first, 
~([c, d)) = ~j~ ~([c, d - ~)) 
and second, if d is not a pure point of/~, then 
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(i) En is left continuous on [a, b], and is continuous at all x ~ [a, b] 
(3.4) 
~([c, d ) )= l i~ ~([c, d + ~)). 
(ii) is a trivial consequence of the bound 
[1 e c 1[ ~ ellCll for C ~ C~×..  
We now define the product integral. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
we have 
[I EB(b) - -  Ec(b)[i ~ e ~(lIBll~+Jlchl ~ I[ Be --  G [J tz(Ie) 
t '=l  
~--- e~(lIBll~+/IClll) I IB - -  C It1 • 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
]l EB(b) -- Ec(b)[] <~ e IjBIl~+llcll~ i [{ eBe"(le) - -  eCe"(Ie)[I- 
g=l  
Using in (3.9) the estimate 
I] eM ~ e2V l[ ~ [[ M -- Nl[ e IIMII+IINll for M, N ~ C~x~ 
k=l  k~l 
d=l k=d+l Ic=l 
and so 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose A eLl([a, b);/z). Let {A~}~_I, 2.... be any sequence 
of step functions for which l im~o~ II A - -  As  [] = 0. Then the sequence 
{EA~(x)}~=I, 2 .... converges uniformly on [a, b] to a matrix denoted 1-I~ emS)"(gs) 
and called the product integral over [a, x) of Aiz (or "of A with respect o t*"). 
Proof. Suppose B and C are step functions on [a, b). By taking a common 
ref inement of the partit ions associated with B and C, we may assume they 
are the same partit ion P = {s o .... , s~}. We have 
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We note that (3.11) holds with b replaced by any x ~ [a, b]. To finish the proof 
of the theorem we note that for any x ~ [a, b], 
l[ EA~(X) - -  EAn(X)[[ ~ e2(llA¢fll+llA"[[1) [I Am - -  An  11~- (3.12) 
So {EA~} is uniformly Cauchy and hence uniformly convergent. If {B~} is another 
sequence of step functions converging to A in L a, then estimating 
I1 EBb(x) -- EA,(x)II using (3.11) again we see that {EB,} has the same limit as 
{EA,}. This finishes the proof. 
We indicate how the product integral I-l~ e;'las) of a matrix-valued measure 
could have been defined directly. Write as in (2.5) 
fi(dx) = A(x) L/2 I (dx). (3.13) 
Let P be a partition of [a, b) and Ae the corresponding mean value approximant 
computed using [/~ 1- Then by the theorem, 
b 
I ]  em,)l~l~a~, = lim E~,(x) 
a mesh(too0 (3.14) 
i? = lim e~i~%IN (i~) = lira ]-I e~(tP" 
mesh(P)~0 k=l mesh(P)~0 /~=1 
Thus we could have defined the product integral of/2 by the last term in (3.14). 
Remark. If v is a nonnegative Borel measure on [a, b) which is not finite 
but is regular, then if A ELa([a, b); v), one can define I-[~e A(~)'(as) for each 
x c [a, b) since the restriction of v to [a, x) is finite. We shall see later after 
studying improper product integration that ]-I~e A(~)~(a*) can be defined in 
the above situation as limx¢ b ]-[b ae ms)~(as). 
Suppose A ~Ll([a, b);/~) and a ~ y ~ x ~< b. Then by Theorem 3.1 applied 
to the interval [y, x) we have the existence of I~ ~u eA(a)"(as)" In the next theorem 
we show that 1-I~ eA(*)"ca~) is nonsingular. Assuming this, we make 
DEFII~ITION 3.5. Let A ~L~([a, b);/z) and let a ~ y ~ x ~ b. We define 
The next theorem summarizes everal useful properties of product integrals. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A ~Ll([a, b);/~). 
(i) I f  A is a step function then 
e A(s)"~a') = EA(X ). 
a 
(3.16) 
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(ii) For a ~ y ~ x ~ b, ~I~ eA(S)"(as) is nonsingular and 
det ~ e A(s)Mds) = e ~v trA(s)u(as)  (3.17) 
Y 
where det and tr are the determinant and trace. 
(iii) I f  A(s) and A(s') commute for all s, s' ~ [a, b) (except possibly for 
s, s' ~ Z where iz(Z) = O) then for x, y ~ [a, b) 
(iv) 
i e  A(s)u(ds) = e I~A(s)"(as). (3.18) 
Y 
For x, y, z ~ [a, b] we have 
f l  eA(S).(as) f l  eA(s)u(ae' --- f l  e A(s)"(as,. (3.19) 
x y Y 
For x ,y  e [a, b], I-[~ e ms)"(as) is left continuous in both x and y. I f  (v) 
e [a, b] is not a pure point of i~, then 1-1~ eA(S)"(as) is continuous in either variable 
at ~. 
(vi) For x, y ~ [a, b] we have 
Proof. 
An = A. 
(i) 
i e  A(s).(as) ~ el~llA~s)ll(es)l ~ eI[AH1 (3.20) 
Y 
(i) If A is a step function it is approximated by the constant sequence 
If A is a step function (3.17) follows from the elementary fact 
det e c --- etr c for C e Cnxn (3.21) 
and the general case is easily proved by applying the result for step functions 
to a sequence of step functions converging to A in Ll([a, b);/L). 
(iii) If {A(s)}Ma.~ ) is commutative except for s in a set of/~ measure 0
then the mean value approximants Ap(s) have commuting values for each par- 
tition P. Hence (3.18) is true with A replaced by Ae and then (3.18) follows in 
general by letting mesh(P) ~ 0. 
(iv) For y ~ x ~< z (3.19) follows from the observation that in approxi- 
mating A by step functions all partitions of [y, z) may be refined by addition 
of the point x. For arbitrary x, y, z e [a, b] the result then follows from Defi- 
nition 3.5. 
(v) Assume first that y ~ x. Then the assertions concerning the 
dependence on x follow from Lemma 3.1 (i) and the uniform convergence of
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the EA~(x) proved in Theorem 3.1. The assertions concerning dependence 
on y may be proved in an analogous manner. The case y >~ x then follows from 
the former case and Definition 3.5. 
(vi) This is easily proved by approximating A by step functions and 
using the elementary estimate 
lleC l[ <~ eilCll for C e C,x~. (3.22) 
4. INTEGRAL AND DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Because the product integral (1.3) satisfies the integral equation (1.2), it 
might be expected by analogy that if 
P(x) ~-- I-[ eA(S)ucas); A eD([a;  b), ~) (4.1) 
(z 
then P(x) satisfies the integral equation 
P(x) = I + A(s) P(s) tz(ds). (4.2) 
However, although (4.2) holds if/x has no pure points, it is not correct in general. 
We give a simple example: let A(x) -= I for x ~ [a, b), let c ~ (a, b) and let/z 
be a unit point mass at c, i.e./x({c}) = 1 and/x([a, b)\{c}) = 0. Since the values 
of A commute we have 
x' :l 
P(x) = d :  *"CaS~ = " I ,  x> " 
Hence 
f~ l I' x~ l  (4.4) I + A(s) P(s) i~(ds) ~- 2I, x > 
so that (4.2) does not hold. 
In order to exhibit the correct integral equation for the product integral of 
a measure, we will need several definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 9: C --~ C be the entire function 
l :I e" - -  1 z =/= (4 .5 )  ~(z) = ~o (n + 1)----~. = 1, z = 
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I f  B ~ C~×~ we define ~(B) by substitution in the series of (4.5). Since 
z?(z) = e" --  1 holds for all z, we have 
Bg(B) = e B -- I (B e Cn×.)- (4.6) 
If 1[ B I[ ~ M then we have 
i[ r(B)[I <~ ~o (n + 1)! (4.7) 
DEFINITION 4.2. Suppose /~ is a nonnegative (finite) Borel measure on 
[a, b). For each x ~ [a, b) we define/z(x) to be the/,  measure of the set {x}, that is, 
t,(x) ---= ~({x}) (4.8) 
and we make the same definition for a matrix-valued measure/2. Since t~ is 
finite, /,(x) = 0 except for an at most countable set of x. If  A ~L*([a, b);/~) 
then A(s) is only defined t* almost everywhere, but if t*(s) H 0 then A(s) is 
well defined. Hence, the function s--~ A(s)t*(s) is well defined on [a, b). (If 
t*(s) = 0 then A(s)/,(s) = 0.) We have 
b 
II A(x) t,(x)I ~< ~£ 11A(s)l] i,(ds) = 11A 111- (4.9) 
By (4.9) and (4.7) we have 
IJ ~(A(x) t~(x))ll ~< ~([1 A ltd. (4.10) 
DEFINITION 4.3.  
A~ 
Let AeLl([a,b); t*). We define a function A~o~Ll([a,b);lz)by 
A~(x) = 9(A(x) t~(x)) A(x). (4.11) 
~Ll([a, b);/,) because by (4.10) 
11A~(x)[I ~ ~o(1[ A IIi)1[ A(x)ll (4.12) 
and so 
l] A~ II, ~ ~o(t1 A rh) l] A [11 ~-- ellA]j1 - -  1. (4.13) 
If x is not a pure point of/z then A(x)/,(x) = 0, so if /z has no pure points 
A o = ~o(o) A = A. 
The integral equation satisfied by the product integral of a measure is given by 
T~aEOm~M 4.1. Let A ~D([a, b); I*), let x, y ~ [a, b] and let 
P(x, y) = f i  e A(s).(as}. (4.14) 
y 
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Then P(x, y) satisfies 
P(x, y) = I + A~(s) P(s, y) ~(ds). (4.15) 
Notice that if ix has no points then (4.15) (with y = a) reduces to (4.2). 
Proof. We first establish (4.15) with y ~- a, i.e., 
P(x, a) -= I + f f  A~(s) P(s, a) t~(ds). (4.16) 
Suppose first that A is a constant function with constant value denoted by A. 
Then 
P(x, a) = elg A,(a~) = eA,([a,,,. (4.17) 
Let Q be a partition {So, s 1 ..... s~} of [a, x) with [~ = [sk_l, sk), h = 1,..., n. 
Then using (4.17) and (4.6) 
P(x, a) - I = ~ {P(s,~, a) - P(s~_~, a)} 
k=l 
= ~ (e A"('*) -- I) P(s>~, a) = Z V(A~,(I~)) ~/~,(Z~) P(s~_~, a) 
k=l /c=l 
==_ f ]  Co(s) ~(ds) (4.18) 
where }o(s) is the step function equal to ~(A,,(g)) AP(s>, ,  a) ou g .  if  {O,} 
is a sequence of partitions with mesh tending to zero, then because ~ is con- 
tinuous and P(s, a) is left clntinuous, ~bo,,(s ) will approach pointwise the function 
~(At~(s)) Ae(s, a) = A~(s) P(s, a). Since also 
11 ¢o,~(s)li < ~([I ./1 I11~([ a, b))) II A [I e ,,m,,([a.b)), (4.19) 
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem implies 
lira ~bo,(S ) ~(ds) = A~,(s) P(s, a) t~(ds) (4.20) 
and this together with (4.18) establishes (4.16) for the case of constant A. 
Next if A is a step function (4.16) is easily established by using the result 
just proved on each subinterval of the partition and piecing the results together. 
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Finally suppose A eLl([a, b)/~). Let {An} be a sequence of step function 
converging to A in L 1, and let 
Pn(x, a) -~ f ie  A"(s)"fa~). (4.21) 
By Theorem 3.1, P,~(x, a) = EA,(x) converges uniformly on [a, b] to P(x, a). 
Since A n is a step function we have 
Pn(x, a) = f "-~ ~o(An(s ) ix(S)) An(s ) Pn($, a) Ix(d$). (4.22) 
Now since 
I I{n(x)  - &(x)}ix(x)ll <~ H A --  n .  r]~ (4.23) 
A,~(x) Ix(x) converges uniformly to A(x)ix(x) as n--~ oo. Also I[ d,(x)Ix(x)[] 
JIAnlk and ~o is uniformly continuous on bounded sets, so qv(d,~(x)Ix(x)) 
converges uniformly to qo(A(x) ix(x)) as n --~ oo. Since As ~ A in L 1 and Pn 
converges uniformly to P, taking the limit as n ~ oo in (4.22) yields (4.16). 
This proves (4.15)wheny = a. For the general ease, write 
P(x, y) = P(x, a) P(a, y). (4.24) 
Using (4.16) we have then 
P., y)= (, + :: Ao<.) 
= (P(y, a) + [ Ao(,)P(s, a) Ix(,ls)) P(a, y) 
= I + d~(s) e(s, y) Ix(d$), 
(4 .25)  
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. An integral equation for P(x, y) analogous to (4.15) but involving 
integration over the second variable of P may also be established. Namely, let 
and 
q~(z) = q~( - - z )  = ~(z )  e -~ 
&(x)  = ~(A(x) Ix(x)) A(x) = &(x)  e -~'(x)"<~). 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
5o5/31/3-Io 
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Then if P(x, y) is as in Theorem 4.1 we have 
P(x, y) = I -[- P(x, s) A;(s) Ix(d@ (4.28) 
The proof is just like that of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 1. The product integral P(x, y) of (4.14) is a function of bounded 
variation on [a, b] (as a function of x or of y). 
Proof. We prove that P(x, y) is a function of bounded variation in x; the 
proof that P(x, y) is of bounded variation in y is similar. Let {So, sl ,... , s,} be a 
partition of [a, b]. Using the integral equation (4.15) we have 
]l P(s~ , y) --  P(s~_l , Y)H = A~(s) P(s, y) t~(ds) 
[~ II A~(s)[1 I~(d s) < 0% (4.29) ellAlll ~< 
aa 
where we have used (3.20) and (4.13). 
COROLLARY 2. Considered as a function of x, P(x, y) of (4.14) has a right- 
hand limit at each x E [a, b) and this limit is nonsingular. The same statement 
holds for P(x, y) considered as a function of y for y ~ [a, b). 
Proof. We discuss only dependence on x. The assertions about dependence 
on y are proved similarly. Existence of 
P(x -[- ,y) = lim P(x -~ e, y) 
e,~ O 
follows from the fact that P(x, y) is of bounded variation in x. Next 
(4.30) 
det(P(x @ , y ) )  = l im eI# +strAcs~"CaS~ 
e$0 
llm I~ trACs)Mas) = e ~+o =/= O. 
(4.31) 
The product integral P(x, a) = ]-Ia eaCas) of a matrix-valued measure satisfies 
an integral equation analogous to (and equivalent to) (4.16). Namely, we have 
where 
P(x, a) = I + ~(ds)  P(s, a) (4.32) 
~(ds)  = ~0(/2(s)) ~(ds). (4.33) 
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We next exhibit an infinite series representation of P(x, y) of (4.14) derived 
by iterating (4.15). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A cL~([a, b);/~) andy c [a, b]. Then the solution of (4.15) 
is unique and is given by the time ordered exponential series 
P(x, y) = I + f~, A~(sl) I~(dsl) + ~i A~(Sl) A~'(s2) I~(dsl) I~(dsl) 
+ ... (4.34) 
which converges uniformly on [a, b]. 
Proof. We only discuss the case y = a; the general case may be treated as 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Thus we will prove that (4.34) with y ~ a gives 
the unique solution of (4.16): 
P(x, a) = I + A~(s) P(s, a) tz(ds). (4.16) 
We remark first that if P(x, a) satisfies (4.16) then the integrand is a finite matrix 
valued measure (otherwise the equation would not make sense) and so P(x, a) 
is bounded, i.e. 
If P(x, a)II ~ M, 
If we iterate (4.16) n times we have 
with 
all x s [a, b]. (4.35) 
n--1 
P(x, a) ---- I -~ ~ J~(x, a) q- Rn(x, a) (4.36) 
k=l 
Jk(x, a)----- ~a ~ A,(s1)Ira sl I f~ k-1 A~(sk)i£(dsk) I ... I //,(dSl) 
Rn(x, a)= f f  A~(sx)[ffx ... Ifff-XA~(sn) P(sn, a) tz(dsn)l ""I Iz(ds~)" 
(4.37) 
So we need to show lim~_.oo R~(x, a) = 0 uniformly on [a, hi. Now using (4.35) 
and (4.38) we get 
I[ R,(x, a)l [ ~< M f~ If A~(sa)ll l f f  1 "'" l f ]  "-x [1A~(s,)N Iz(ds,)] "" l t,(dsl) 
(4.39) 
which proves the desired uniform convergence of Rn(x, a) to zero. 
(4.38) 
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To prove uniqueness of the solution to (4.16) suppose P(x, a) and Q(x, a) 
both satisfy (4.16). Then P(x, a ) -  Q(x, a) satisfies the corresponding homo- 
geneous equation. I f  we iterate this n times only the term corresponding to 
Rn(x, a) above will appear and so we get 
M! 
[1P(x, a) -- Q(x, a)[ I ~< ~/ I  d~o !If' --* 0 as n--* c~. (4.40) 
Hence P(x, a) = Q(x, a) for all x ~ [a, b]. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. Iteration of (4.28) yields another time ordered exponential series 
for P(x, y) similar to (4.34). 
We now discuss in what sense the product integral of a measure is the solution 
of a differential equation. We will need some preliminary results concerning 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes measures and the derivative of a product. Suppose 
f :  [a, b] --+ C is a left-continuous function of bounded variation. Thenf  generates 
a unique Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure df on [a, b]: df is the measure which assigns 
the value f(d) --f(c) to the subinterval [c, d) of [a, b]. The measure df has 
bounded total variation. The same construction yields a matrix-valued measure 
i f f  is C~x~ valued. As before we denote df({x}) by df(x). I f f  is continuous at x 
then df(x) = 0. The following lemma relates d(fg) to df and dg for two wuch 
functions f and g. 
L•MMa 4.1. Suppose f and g are left-continous functions of bounded variation 
on [a, b] with values in C (or C~x,~). Then 
d(fg) -- (df) g + f dg + Peg (4.41) 
where Ptg is the measure 
pig(s) -~ ~ df(x) dg(x). (4.42) 
~E8 
Proof. First note that in (4.42) only at most countably many terms are non- 
zero and the sum is absolutely convergent because f and g are of bounded 
variation. I f  f or g is continuous then p~g = 0 and (4.41) is a special case of a 
known result ([17], p. 118). In the general case we may first wr i te f  as the sum 
of a continuous function and a left-continuous altus function and similarly 
for g ([17]). Since (4.41) holds for f or g continuous, it is easily seen that it 
suffices to check (4.41) when both f and g are left continuous altus functions, 
which we now assume. Then df and dg are pure point measures. Let 
[c, d) C [a, b]. We will establish that 
f(d) g(d) -- f(c) g(c) =- fc (df)g q- f dg q- Wg([c, d)). (4.43) 
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Let 
F = (s e [c, d) [ dr(s) ¢ O} 
B = {s ~ [c, d) [ dg(s) =/= O} 
(4.44) 
We assume for simplity that f(c) -~ g(c) : O. Then for x e [c, d) 
f(x) = df(s) = 2 df(s) 
S~F 
g(x) = Z dg(s) 
s<o~ 
SO 
and 
Also 
d 
fl (df)g -~ Z dr(s) Z dg(t) 
s~F t~G 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
f f  f dg =- Z ~ df(s) dg(t). (4.47) 
~G s~F 
p~g([ c,d)) = ~ dr(s) dg(t) (4.48) 
s~F 
~EG 
$:=s 
Adding (4.46), (4.47) and (4.48) we have 
(df)g + f dg + e~.([c, d)) = 2 df(s) dg(t) 
s~F 
= 2 dr(s)~, dg(t)=f(d)g(d)=f(d)g(d)- - f (c)g(c) .  (4.49) 
s~F ~eT 
If f(c) and g(c) are nonzero the argument is essentially the same, but there 
are more terms in the equations. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. (Integration by parts.) I f  f and g are left-continuous functions 
of bounded variation from [a, b) to C or Cn×n , with no common points of discon- 
tinuity, then for any [c, d) C [a, b] we have 
f f  (df)g + f f  f dg = f(d) g(d) --f(c) g(c). (4.50) 
We now can prove 
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THt~OltEM 4.3. Let A ~Ll([a, b); iz), x, y ~ [a, b] and P(x, y) = I~ ~ e AcS)"Ca~) y 
Then the equation 
dP(x, y) = A~(x) P(x, y)~ (4.51) 
dx 
holds in the sense of distributions on (a, b). 
Proof. Fix y and write P(x, y) as P~(x). P~(x) is left-continuous and of 
bounded variation on [a, b]. By (4.15) the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure dP~ 
associated with P~ is given by 
dP v = A~Pv/z. (4.52) 
Let ~ be a test function on [a, b] (i.e. a C ~° complex valued function with com- 
pact support in (a, b)). We can then apply our corollary on integration by parts 
to find 
0 b 
f£ ~h(s) A~(s) P(s, y) ~(ds) = -- ~i P(s, y) ~'(s) ds (4.53) 
which proves that (4.51) holds in the sense of distributions. 
Remark. In the language of matrix valued measures, (4.51) appears as follows; 
if P(x, y) = ~ e ~¢a8~ then 
dP(x, y) 
dx = tz~P(x' y) (4.54) 
in the sense of distributions on (a, b). 
We now discuss the problem of solving the integral equation 
P(x, y) --- I ~- /2(ds) P(s, y) (4.55) 
where/2 is a matrix-valued measure on [a, b). We have seen that if/2 can be 
written in the form 
/2 = ~ (4.56) 
for some matrix-valued measure ~, then the unique solution of (4.55) is 
P(x, y) = f ie  ~(aS). (4.57) 
71 
I f /2 has no pure points, then/2~ =/2  so (4.56) holds in this case. In general, 
for (4.56) to hold we must have for each x 
p(x) = ~(x) = ~o(~(x)) ~(x) = e ~c'~ - -  Z. (4.58) 
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Hence for (4.56) to hold it is necessary that/2(x) + I be nonsingular. This con- 
dition is also sufficient: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let /2 be a matrix-valued measure on [a, b) and suppose 
/2(x) + I is nonsingular for all x ~ [a, b). Then there is a matrix-valued measure 
on [a, b) with/2 -~ fJ~ . 
Proof. We describe the continuous part and pure-point part of ~ separately. 
The continuous part, ~ of ~ will be the same as the continuous part of/~. The 
pure-point part, ~ ,  of b is as follows: first, enumerate the pure points of 
/2 as a set S = {xl, x 2 ,...}. We have 
[I/2(x,)][ < oo (4.59) 
n=l 
and so there is an N large enough so that l]/2(xn)ll ~ 1/2 for n > N. I f  x ¢ S 
we define ~(x)  ---- 0. For n ~ 1 .... , N let fi~(x,~) be any matrix satisfying 
I +/2(x,)  ~ e ~(~") (4.60) 
(such a matrix exists because I +/2(x , )  is nonsingular; see [1]). For n > N 
we define 
#~(x,)  ---- ~og(I +/~(x,))  -~ (_ l )k+a. /~(x,) (4.61) 
,=1 k+ 1 
The series in (4.61) converges and ~(x)  so defined satisfies (4.60). Also, for 
n>N 
II ~(x.)[1 ~< II/2(x.)ll = 2 iI/2(x.)pI (4.62) 
tz~O 
SO 
~, II ~(x.)]l < ~.  (4.63) 
n=l 
Then ~ ~ ~ -k ~ is a matrix-valued measure on [a, b) and ~ =/2  holds by 
construction• 
We hasten to remark that (4.56) is not a necessary condition for (4.55) to 
have a solution, since as the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows, (4.55) has a solution 
for any matrix-valued measure/2. (The solution is unique and given by a time 
ordered exponential series.) But if (4.55) has a product integral solution then 
(4.56) must hold. One way of seeing this is as follows: if P(x, y) is a product 
integral and satisfies (4.55) then 
• ( ~-}-C 
P(x +, y) -- P(x, y) = 12~.~ ~(ds) P(s, y) =/2(x) P(x, y) (4.64) 
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;~(x) + I = e(x +,  y) e( y, x) (4.65) 
and/~(x) -}- I is nonsingular. Thus (4.56) is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for (4.55) to have a solution which is a product integral. 
Finally we give a characterization f product integrals. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let Q: [a, b] ~ C,~×n be a function. Then 
Q(x) -= l [  e¢(a~)Q(Y), x, y ~ [a, b] (4.66) 
for some matrix valued measure ~ on [a, b) if and only if both the following are 
satisfied: 
(i) Q is left-continuous and of bounded variation. 
(if) Q(x) is nonsingular for x ~ [a, b] and Q(x+) = lim,, o Q(x q- e) is 
nonsingular for x E [a, b). 
Proof. It has already been shown earlier that (i) and (if) are necessary con- 
dkions. Suppose then that (i) and (if) holds. Then [1Q-~(x)[[ is left-continuous 
on [a, b] and has a right hand l imit at each x a [a, b) so 11Q-l(x)l] is bounded. 
For x, y ~ [a, b] we have 
S;  J; Q(x) = Q(y) + dQ = Q(y) + ~(ds) Q(s) (4.67) 
where 
-: (dQ) Q-1 (4.68) 
is a matrix-valued measure on [a, b). Write (4.67) as 
where 
We have 
s; Z(x) = I + ~(ds) Z(s) (4.69) 
Z(x) = Q(x) Q-~( y). (4.70) 
Nx) = (9(x + 1) - Q(x)) Q-l(x) 
= Q(x+)  Q- l (x )  _ 
(4.71) 
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so that/2(x) + I is nonsingular and thus/2 : ~3~o f r some measure ~. Hence 
(4.69) has the unique solution 
Z(x) = f ie  ¢(a~) (4.72) 
y 
which is equivalent to (4.66). 
The following corollary follows immediately from the theorem and its proof: 
COROLLARY. (Fundamental theorem of product integration). Let Q satisfy 
the hypotheses of the theorem. Let LQ denote any matrix-valued measure on [a, b) 
satisfying 
(L9) ~ = dQ .p  -1. (4.73) 
Then for x, y ~ [a, b] we have 
e Lo(as) = Q(x) Q-l(y). 
y 
(4.74) 
5. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE PRODUCT INTEGRAL 
In this section we prove some estimates on product integrals and formulas 
involving the product integral of a sum and the product integral of a measure 
transformed by a similarity. These results will be used in the study of improper 
product integration (Section 6). 
THEOREM 5.1. 
and 
Let A ~Ll([a, b); ix) and x, y ~ [a, b). Then 
[ I  eA(~)~'(a~) ~ e @lAq)(8)ll~(as)l 
y 
(5.1) 
i e  a(s)"(as) -- I <~ elI~lfav (s)ll"(as)l -- 1. (5.2) 
y 
Remark. (5.1) and (3.20) differ in that A~ instead of A appears in (5.1) 
in the integral on the right hand side. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Both (5,1) and (5.2) follow directly from (4.34) 
after estimating the nth term by l/n!'] f~ [I A~(s)iI tx(ds)l ~. 
We remark that (5.1) suggests that I~e~(~l~(a~) could be defined if 
A~ ~Ll([a, b);/z) which is less restrictive than A ~Ll([a, b);/x). This is in fact 
the case, but we shall not pursue this point because situations in which _do ~L z 
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but A ¢ L 1 are somewhat pathological. (As an example, suppose 
S = {xl,xz .... }C [a, b) is a countable set, /z is concentrated on S and 
t*(xn) = 1In 2. Suppose d(x)~ 0 on [a,b)\S and n(x,)=2~rin3I .  Then 
A 6Ll(Ea, b); bt), but A, ~- 0 eLl([a, b);/~).) 
The next theorem is stated in terms of matrix-valued measures. 
TI-IEOI~EM 5.2. (The sum rule). Let/2 and ~ be n × n matrix-valued measures 
on [a, b) having no common pure points. Fix y ~ [a, b] and for x ~ [a, b] define 
P(x) = f le  ;'(a~). (5.3) 
it 
Then we have 
Proof. Let 
and 
f l  #(a~)+.(a~) .= P(x) f le  P-~(~)~(a~)v(s). (5.4) 
it it 
Q(x) -~- f le  ~-~(~)o(a~)~(~) (5.5) 
it 
go 
W(x) = I I  e~(a~)+~(a~)" (5.6) 
it 
Using the integral equations atisfied by P(x), Q(x) and W(x) and Lemma 4.1 
together with the fact that P(x) and Q(x) have no common points of discontinuity 
we find 
dW = (/2 + ~)~ W (5.7) 
and 
,t(PQ) = (dP)p + Pd9 
=/2~P9 + p(p-1 ;PL9 (5.8) 
=/2o P9 + PP-I ~e9 
= @~ + ~) Pg. 
By the uniqueness statement of Theorem (4.2) it thus suffices to show that 
(/2 q- fi)~ =/2~ + ~.  (5.9) 
This follows directly from the fact that/2 and ~ have no common pure points. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let fit be an n × n matrix-valued measure on [a, b). Fix 
y e [a, b). Let 
W(x) : l~ ea(a~)" (5.10) 
Y 
Then we can write 
W(x) = P(x) Q(x) (3.11) 
where P(x) is a saltus function and Q(x) is continuous. 
Proof. Write fi -~/2 + p, where/2 is the pure point part of fi and P is the 
continuous part of fi and apply the theorem. 
Remark. We could equally well have (5.11) with P continuous and Q a 
saltus function as the same reasoning shows. 
COROLLARY 2. (The similarity rule). Let /2 be a matrix-valued measure 
on [a, b). Let 9(x) be a function satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 and such 
that the measure LQ defined in the corollary to Theorem 4.4 has no pure points 
in common with/2. Then 
I~ ea(a~) = 0-1(x) ~ eO(S)h(as;O-l(s)+(LO)(as)Q(y). (5.12) 
Y Y 
Proof. By the theorem we have 
( I  e(LO"e~)+O'~'a(e~)O-l'~) = 9(x) 9-1(Y) (-[ e°(Y'a(ds)°-l(~' (5.13) 
Y y 
where we have used the fact that 
But 
II 
= 9(x) 9-1(y) .  (5.1a) 
Y 
[ I  e°(Y)~(a~)°-l(Y) -= Q(Y) l~I ea(as~O-l(y) 
Y y 
because O(y) is constant. Then (5.13) and (5.15) combine to give (5.12). 
(5.15) 
6. IMPROPER PRODUCT INTEGRATION 
DEFINITION 6.1. Suppose /z is a measure on [a, oo) such that for each 
b e [a, ~), /z([a, b)) ~ oo. Suppose A: [a, oo) -+ Cn× n belongs to Ll([a, b);/z) 
for each b ~ [a, oo). 
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We define 
f i e  A(~)"(ds) ~- lira f ie  A(~)-Ie~) (6.1) 
provided that the indicated limit exists. I f  so, we call the left hand side of (6.1) 
an improper product integral. 
A first theorem on existence of improprer product integrals is the following: 
THEOREM 6.1. 
nonsingular. 
where 
proof. 
Suppose A eLl([a, c~);/~). Then I J f  emS)"(a~) exists and is 
A x' ~< e" h(eG ,A(~)tt,(e~)l _ 1) --* 0 as x, x' --~ oo 
(6.2) 
[1A I1~ = ][ A(s)][ ix(ds). (6.3) 
From (6.2) we see that 1-I~ eA(S)"(e") exists. The nonsingularity follows from 
f i  X co A det e A(~)"(e~) = lira det 1-I e~(~)"(a~) ----- eI" tr (~).(a~) > O. 
t$ 6 
(6.4) 
In the context of matrix-valued measures we can restate the theorem as follows: 
I f /2 is a matrix-valued measure (necessarily of finite total variation) on [a, oo), 
then I~I~ eO(a~) exists and is nonsingular. 
COROLLARY. Suppose ~* and f, are Cn×~ valued functions on the bounded 
Borel sets in [a, oo) which are measures when restricted to [a, b) for all b E [a, oo). 
Suppose I-If e~(a*) exists and is nonsingular and f, has a finite total variation on 
[a, co). Suppose finally that ~ and ¢, have no common pure points. Then 
I-If e~(a~)+~(a~) exists and is nonsingular. 
Proof. Apply the theorem and the sum role (Theorem 5.2). 
We now consider some more delicate convergence r sults for improper product 
integrals. It  is not true that existence of f f  A(s)t*(ds) as an improper integral 
implies existence of l-[~ eA(S)"(a~). (See [7], for example.) However, we can prove 
a result along these lines. We will make use of the functions 9) and q~ of Defi- 
nition 4.1 and (4.26) and A,  and Ag of (4.11) and (4.27) in the statement of our 
theorem. 
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Suppose A: [a, oo) --. C~xn is a function for which the improper THEOREM 6.2.  
integral 
o~ b 
imp f l  A~(s) Iz(ds) ~ b-~oolim fl A~(s) i~(ds) (6.5) 
exists. For x e [a, oo) let 
f? H(x) -~ imp A;(s) tz(ds). (6.6) 
I f  HA w eLl([a, oo);/z), then ~I~ eA¢~)"(a') exists and is nonsingular. 
Remark. If/~ has no pure points then A~ -~ A,  = A, and the statement of 
the theorem is somewhat simpler. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Choose c so that I[ a(x)tL ~< ½ for x i> e. Then 
]l( I + H(x)) -1H < 2 for x >/e  and so HA,( I  + [t) -1 ~Ll([c, oo);/z). Hence 
H H(s) A~(s)(I + H(s)) -~ I]/~(s) < ~ (6.7) 
s~c,s  a pure point of u 
and we can choose b ~ e so that for x ~ b 
II H(x)ll ~< -~- 
(6.8) 
[] H(x) Aq,(x)(I + H(x)) -1 i1/~(x) < ½. 
We shall prove existence and nonsingularity of I--[~ eAl*)"Cd*) which is clearly 
sufficient o prove the theorem. For x >/b, let 
P(x) = f ie  a(~)"(a~) (6.9) 
b 
and 
Then by Lemma 4.1, 
Q(x) = (I + H(x)) P(x). 
dQ -~ (dH) P + (I + H) dP + PHi. 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
We have 
dH = --A~t~, dP= Ad~P. (6.12) 
Hence the pure points of dH and dP are the same and are pure points of/~. 
We have 
dQ = --A~t~P + (I + H) AdzP + PI~ ~ (A~ -- A~) t~P + HAdxP + Pro,. 
(6.13) 
5o513113"II 
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For any set s, 
pHv(s) = Z all(x) aP(x) ~- X [--Ag(x) A,(x) /z(x)] /~(x) P(x). 
Now 
Ao(x) -- A:(x) - -  A:(x) A (x) ~(x) = A (x) -- A~(~)(I + A (~) ~,(~)) 
so that 
and 
= A(x)  -- A~(e)e A(~)a(~) = 0 
dQ = HA~t~P = HA.t,(I + H)-~Q 
9(x) = x + H(b) + fo x H(~) A~(~)(I + H(~))-' t~(a~) Q(~). 
Now HA,(I + H) -1 ~Ll([b, oo);/z). I f  we can show 
HA~(I + H) -~ = B~ 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
We then have 
~o 
log( I t  c) = ~ (--1) ~+a (6.20) 
~=1 k+ 1" 
I[ B(x) /~(x)[ I ~ 2 ]l H(x) A.(x)(I + H(x)) -1/z(x)ll (6.21) 
so that by (6.7) 
II a(x)tt/~(x) < oo, (6.22) 
x>~b,x a pure point  of 
Since also HA~(I+ H)-aELI([b, oo)/L) we have B~LI([b, ov)/z)and (6.18) 
holds. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
~(x) ~ o l (6.19) 
where 
{ 1  
I u-~x) log(I + H(x) A~(x)(I + H(x)) -1 tz(x)); 
B(x) 
(H(x) A.(x)(I + H(x))-l; /~(x) = 0 
for some B eLl([b, oo);/~), then we will have Q(x) = I-~ eB(S)~"as'( I + H(b)). 
Then by Theorem 6.1, limx~:o Q(x) exists and is nonsingular so l im~o P(x) 
exists and is non-slngular, (because lim~o H(x) ~ 0). Recalling the second 
inequality in (6.8) we define 
(6.18) 
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7. APPLICATIONS TO THE ONE DIMENSIONAL SCHRODINGER EQUATION 
In this section we shall use product integration to analyze the one dimensional 
time independent SchrSdinger equation 
d2Y ~-t~Y = Ey; - -m <x < m (7.l) 
dx ~ 
where /z is a real measure and E > 0. In particular, we shall determine the 
asymptotic behavior for large [ x [ of solutions of (7.1) under valious restrictions 
on/z. These results will be used in Section 8 to analyze scattering by a measure/~. 
A novel feature of our discussion is the presence of the measure be in place of 
the usual "potential" function V(x); of course if tz(dx) = V(x) dx then (7.1) 
reduces to the usual equation 
d2Y + V(x)y = Ey. (7.2) 
dx 2 
Many of our results are valid for the case that/~ is a complex measure, but for 
simplicity we consider the real case only. 
DEFINITION 7.1. A local real-valued measure on R is a set function/z defined 
on the bounded Borcl sets of R and such that the restriction of/~ to Borel subsets 
of any finite interval [a, b)C R is a real-valued measure (hence necessarily 
of bounded total variation). 
Note that if/z is a local real-valued measure on R, then/z([a, b)) may approach 
~ as a--~ - -~  or b---> ~.  Consider now the Schr6dinger equation 
Y" = (t~ --  E )y  (7.3) 
on the real line, where t~ is a local real-valued measure on R, E > 0, and (7.3) 
is intended to hold in the sense of distributions on R. (i.e. y is a function and 
the two sides of (7.3) are equal as distributions on R.) We convert (7.3) to a 
first order matrix equation 
or 
1 y 
where 
(7.4) 
Y '  = pY  (7.5) 
- EA 0)" (7.6) 
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In (7.6), A is Lebesgue measure; notice that multiplication by A is the identity 
operator since in the sense of distributions on R a function f(x) and the measure 
f(x) )~(dx) are identified. To solve (7.5) we consider the initial value problem 
P'(x) ---=/2P(x); P(a) -= 1 (7.7) 
where P(x) is Czx~ valued. According to our previous results (7.7) has a product 
integral solution provided that/2 can be written as 9~ , and the solution is then 
P(x) = l-I2 cecal). In the present case we have actually 
/2~ =/2  (7.8) 
because (since a has no pure points) 
(o o) 
~(x) = ~(~) 0 
and So 
~(x)  = ~(~(x))/2(x) - -  e~,~, - ~ = ~(x) (7.10) 
for each pure point x of/2. Hence a solution of (7.7) is given by 
P(x) = ~I cacao). (7.11) 
A solution of (7.5) with Y(a) = I7o is then given by 
Y(x) = ~1 ea{a~)Yo" (7.12) 
c~ 
To analyze P(x) we shall apply the similarity and sum rules of Section 5. First 
we diagonalize the matrix (° e ~). Let 
k = v/~? (7.13) 
be the positive square root and let 
Then 
By the similarity rule 
P(x) = M ~-[ eM-laca~)~tM -1 =~ MQ(x)M -1. (7.16) 
17, 
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We have 
0 --ik ~-~t~ 1 1 ~ ~ + v2. (7.17) 
Now #a and #2 have no common pure points so we can use the sum rule to write 
where 
Q(x) -- f l e  ~(a~)+¢~(a~) ~ Qx(x) Q~(x) (7.18) 
0 Ql(X) = H e v1(s)ds = (e lk(x-a)  e_ik(x_a)) (7.19) 
\ 0 6 
and Qz(x) is the product integral over [a, x) of the measure 
i (--1 --e-~ik'x-") ) 
(7.20) 
For convenience we summarize the results of the previous calculations in 
0 
a 
i --1 --e-2ik(~-~)] 
= -~(e 2ik(x-a) 1 ]~ 
(7.21) 
The formula (7.21) will be our starting point in analyzing the asymptotics of 
of solutions of (7.3). The idea is simple; we will attempt to show that 
l im~YI~e °(as) -~ lim~_~:L®Q~(x) exists and is nonsingular. For example 
suppose we know that Q2(x)~-L + R(x) where L is nonsingular and 
lim~+o~ R(x) = 0. Then it follows from (7.21) that every solution of (7.3) 
with nontrivial initial conditions is of the form y(x) - (c+e ik(x-a) + c e -ik(~-a) × 
(1 -[- 0(l[ R(x)[[) as x --+ + 0% with c+ and c constants which are not both zero. 
To show existence of limeo±o~ Q2(x) we will use the theorems on improper 
product integrals of Section 6. Put 
--1 -- e-21k(x-a) ) 
i (e2ik(~e_a) (7.22) 2: (x )  = 
80 
~r = 27(x)t,. (7.23) 
We can make use of Theorem 6.1 which implies that ifY~ (x) ~LI(R; 1/z I) then 
]-[2~o ee(as) exists and is nonsingular. (]/z ] is the total variation measure of/z;  
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Theorem 6.1 applies when/x is non-negative.) For ~ (x) to be in Lt(R; [ t* 1) it 
is necessary and sufficient hat 
f_~ [ ~ l (ds) < co. (7.24) 
co 
Furthermore, if (7.24) holds then we have 
H e '~(gs) - -  e d(ds) ~ e 6(as) ~ 1 e 6(as) 
a a 
e~las)  . (e l I~ II~(~)lllul(as)[ _ 1)  ~ 0 t,I (ds)). 
(7.25) 
Combining all these facts we have 
THEOREM 7.1. Let y be any solution of (7.3) (E > 0). Suppose that 
~-~ I ~ ] (ds) < co. Then we have 
y(x) = c+(k)d ~* + c_(k)e-'~* @ 0 ( f ?  f lzl (ds)) as x--+ @co (7.26) 
y'(x) ~ ikc+(k)e ''~ - ikc_(k)e - i~ q- 0 ( f~  I/* [ (ds)) (7.27) 
for some constants c+(k), c_(k), not both zero unless y =~ O. The error terms are 
uniform on compact k intervals excluding k = O. Analogous statements holds for 
X-~-~ - -00 .  
Remarks. 1. (7.27) follows from (7.21) in the same way that (7.26) does, 
because the entries in the second row of P(x) are the derivatives of the entries 
in the first row. 
2. The constants c+(k) and c_(k) differ for the cases x --* + co and x--~ -- co 
in general. 
Theorem 7.1 is a simple application of the theory we have developed and is 
often useful; however, a better result can be obtained by using Theorem 6.2 
to prove convergence of I-I~ °~ e ~la~). We first remark that since X(x) 2 = 0 we 
have 
= Z~ = ~. (7.28) 
For convenience we shall analyze the behavior of 1-[~ e~(g*) as x -+ ,+co; the 
analysis for the case x ~ - -co is entirely analogous. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let N(x) be as in (7.22). Suppose 
H(6) = imp Z(s) t*(ds) 
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exits and 
Then 1-[~ d(e*) exists and is nonsingular and 
a a 
as x--~ ~.  (7.29) 
Proof. All except the estimate of (7.29) is an immediate application of 
Theorem 6.2 to the present situation. By the proof of Theorem 6.2 (see (6.10), 
(6.16), (6,18) and the subsequent product integral representation for Q) we have 
[ I  ee('~s' = r I  en'~'~"a~) " ( i  q-- H(x)) (7.30) 
where 
B~o =/ / rZ( [ -~-  H)  -1. (7.31) 
Now 
eO(ds)  _ ed(•s )  .~  e~(ds)  _ ed(c ts )  
a a a 
']0 = e ~(s)"(es) • ( I  + H(x ) )  - -  e ~(as) (7 .32)  
=[(OenCS)~'cas'--l)(Iq-H(x))+H(x)](-Ie~(as) 
c~ 
80  
0 (0 ) e ~(a') - -  e ~(a~) -=-- O e'(~)-(*) - -  I ÷ O(IP H(x)]l) 
(7 .33)  
O 
as ~ -----~ o0 
where we have used (7.31) and (5.2) in the last step. This completes the proof 
of the proposition. 
The hypotheses of Proposition 7.1 will be satisfied if imp j'~ tz(ds) and 
imp j'~ e±~ikstz(ds ) exist and (j'~ i~(ds)) • t~(dx) and (f~ e±Z'~Sl~(ds)), i~(dx) have 
finite total variation on [a, ~).  This together with (7,29) yields: 
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THEOREM 7.2. 
Put 
Suppose that 
~dx) ~,(dx), 
Put 
Finally put 
Let y be a solution of (7.3) (E > 0). Suppose that 
J; imp e ~e~ (ds) exists for ~ = O, 4-2k. (7.34) 
c~(x) = e ie* tz(ds), f = 0, ~2k. (7.35) 
= O, ~2k  are of finite total variation on [a, or). (7.36) 
5 /~dx) = 1 ~(s)l I ~ I (ds). (7.27) 
r~(x) = ~ (I ~(x)l +/3dx)). (7.38) 
Then there are constants c+(k), c_(k) not both zero unless y ~ 0, such that 
y(x) = c+(k) e 'k~ + c_(k) e -~k~ + O(r~(x)) as x ~ oe 
y'(x) = ikc+(k) e ~7~ --  ikc_(k) e -~  4- O(rk(x)) as x -+ oo. 
The constant implied in the term O(rk(x)) is uniform on compact k intervals excluding 
k = O. An  analogous result holds for the case x ~ --oo. 
We remark that the hypotheses of Theorem 7.2 are weaker than those of 
Theorem 7.1. For example if/z(dx) = (sin x/x) dx, E =/= 1/4 or tz(x) = sin(e ~) dx 
then the hypotheses ofTheorem 7.2 hold but those of Theorem 7.1 fail. Examples 
where iz(dx) is not of the form V(x)dx  are also easily provided and will be 
mentioned explicitly later. 
In the next section we will want to kow the asymptotic form of solutions of 
the radial SchrSdinger equation 
d 2 #(f4- 1) 
(-- ~r2 + r ~ 
f>~0, E> , O<r<oo 
(7.40) 
as r -+ oe. We can apply Theorem 7.2 to this situation with/~ replaced by 
t~(g 4- 1) 
v = tz 4- r 2 dr (7.41) 
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provided we stay away from r = 0 in all integrations. Suppose the hypotheses 
of Theorem 7.2 hold for ~ and denote by %", fie", rl,", ~{, fl{, rk ~ the functions 
defined by (7.35), (7.37), (7.38) for/x and v. Then 
%~(r) = ~e"(r) + O(1)  
and 
%~(r) v(dr) -- ae"(r)l~(dr ) + 0 (1 ) .  ~L(dr)+ %"(r). O (~)  dr 
SO 
(7.42) 
+ o (1 )~ = ~.(~),(~)+ o "~) . (~)+ o (5)  dr 
(7.43) 
~°,) : ~o~(~) + o (f7 ' ~ ' % + o (~-). (7.44) 
Hence if f~ ]/x r (ds)/s < oo for r > 0, then cxe~(r ) v(dr), ~: = 0, ~2k has finite 
total variation on [r, oo) for r > 0 and 
r~(r) : r~"(r)+ 0 ( f7  ]/~ ~(ds)) + 0 (1 ) .  (7.45) 
Thus, provided I f  I/* l (ds)/s < m, we may apply Theorem 7.2 to the equation 
(7.40). Of course when E = 0, (7.40) and (7.3) are the same. 
8. APPLICATIONS TO SCATTERING THEORY 
In this section we shall prove existence of the Moller wave operators and the 
S operator associated with quantum mechanical scattering by a "potential" 
which is a measure. We first deal with the one dimensional case (on R rather 
than (0, oo)); this is an interesting mathematical problem, the analysis of which 
is similar to that of the higher dimensional cases, but which is not often discussed 
and may be somewhat unfamiliar. After treating the one dimensional case we 
discuss scattering by a "radial" measure in three dimensions. 
Our analysis of scattering in one dimension will proceed as follows: We first 
show how to interpret he formal differential operator 
d 2 
h, -- dx ~ + f,(dx) (8.1) 
with/~ a real Borel measure "conditionally integrable" over R as a self adjoint 
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operator in the Hilbert space L2(R, dx). (Here dx denotes Lebesgue measure 
on R.) Then we shall prove existence of the Moller wave operators 
w~ = strong limit eith.e --i~h°. (8 .2)  
t~:&co 
In proving the existence of the limit in (8.2) we make use of the results proved 
in Section 7 concerning the asymptotic form of solutions of the Schr6dinger 
equation 
h~¢ = e¢,  E > o (8.3) 
and the method of Green and Lanford ([12]). Thus, although the wl of (8.2) 
are the wave operators as defined in the time dependent scattering theory, 
we make use of (so called) "time independent" methods. We are also able to 
show that the scattering operator 
s = (w+)* w- (8.4) 
is unitary. Our results will cover some interesting cases not previously analyzed 
even though we do not push the method as far as possible. 
We can initially define the operator h, of (8.1) by stating that it acts in the 
distributional sense on the domain 
~(h,) ~- {~b ~L2: d~b I dx and h,~b EL ~'} (8.5) 
i.e., ~b ~ ~(h,) provided e [ dx and h,¢ as distributions are given by functions 
in L z. For certain/x, h, so defined is a self-adjoint operator. In particular, for 
/x = 0, h, = h o is self adjoint as is well known, and ~(ho) can be described 
in a somewhat more explicit manner. Namely, defining the Fourier transfor- 
mation Y from L2(R, dx) to L2(R, dk) by 
£ (~f)(k)  = f(k) = (270-1/2 e-'~zf(x) dx 
oo 
(8.6) 
we have that 
Yho~ -~ = M~ (8.7) 
where M~2 is the self-adjoint operator of multiplication by k s in L2(R, dfi) on 
the domain 
~(Mk, ) = {~ eLZ(R, dk); k2~o eL~(R, ak)}. (8.8) 
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That is, for ¢ G ~(ho) we have 
(ho~)(x) = (2rr) -1/2 f d ~* k2~(k) dk. (8.9) 
(See [14] for justification of these statements.) 
We can prove h, self-adjoint for appropriate /~ by considering/~ as a small 
form perturbation of h0. (See [14] or [10] for a discussion of this method.) To 
begin, define a sesquilinear form Q0 on ~(h~/2) by 
f 
oo 
Qo(f, g) = (h~/2f)(h~/~g) dx. (8.1o) 
Now i f f~  ~(~/~) then hf(k) ~L~(R, dk) so by the Schwarz inequality 
ff lff_ & }:/21ff 1 "~ if(h)l dk ~ 1 ~~ (1 + k S) If(k)l 2 dk < or. oo o9 oo (8.11) 
Thus f6  L:(R, dk) and by the Riemann-Lebesgue l mma we have 
lim.~:oof(x) = 0. Defining g to be the inverse Fourier transform if ikf(k), 
then formallyg is the derivative off, and in fact it is easy to verify that for a, b e R 
we have 
0 
f (b) - - f (a)  = fl g(s) ds (8.12) 
so that f is absolutely continuous with derivative g ~Le(R, dx). Now suppose 
that/z is a local real-valued measure and that the improper integral 
imp tz(ds) = lim tz(ds) (8.13) 
co B-*+co 
A~--co 
exists. (This condition will be satisfied if/~ is of finite total variation on R, but 
co 
also for some/~ which are not of finite total variation e.g./z -= ~n=: ((--1) In) × 
~(x -- n) where 3(x -- n) is a unit point mass at x = n.) We define a sesquilinear 
form Q, on ~(h~/2) by 
Q.(A , f~) = imp A(s) f2(s) ~(ds). (8.14) 
oo 
To show that the indicated improper integral exists, let 
M(x) = ~(d,). (8.15) 
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f&)A(s)  (ds) = A(s) A(s) dM 
(8.16) 
fl(,) f2(s) M(s)l~ --  JA- M(s) d(fl(s) f~(s)). 
Letting gl and g2 be respectively the derivatives off1 and f2, we have 
f ; f l (s)  f2(s) Iz(ds) = fffs) f2(s) M(S)IBA 
- i I s )  {a(s) f,(,) + f (s) ds. (8.17) 
Now M is a bounded function, fl(s) and f2(s) approach zero as s -+ :~oo, and 
f l ,  f~, g l ,  gz all belong to L2(R, dx). Thus we obtain 
Q,(f, , f2) = - M(s) {g~(s) f2(s) 4- f,(s) g2(s)} ds. (8.18) 
co 
Letting/3 = sups l M(s)l, we immediately obtain from the last equation 
I Q.(f, f)l G 23 [Ifll I[ hl/2fH <~ 3{ ;~ !1 h~o/2filz + A-2 Ilfll 2} (8.19) 
where I is any positive real number. By choosing ;t z < I/3 we see that Q. is 
a small form perturbation of Qo • Thus h. restricted to 
~(h,)  ----- { re  N(h~/2); h,,feLZ(R, dx)} (8.20) 
is self-adjoint. It  is not difficult to show that ~(h,)  is also given by (8.5). We 
remark that if t~ has pure points then N(h,) v~ ~(ho) although it is true that 
~(I h, I1/2) = N(h~/2). Evidently we may add to/~ any measure of form 
~o(x) dx (8.21) 
with cp(x) a bounded function maintaining the relative form boundedness of 
t z q- ~ dx with respect o Q0 • Hence we can define h~ as a self-adjoint operator 
i f / ,  =/~1 q- 9 dx where imp f~_~ t~(ds) exists and cp is bounded. 
Once we have h o and h~ defined as self-adjoint operators, we have unitary 
groups e **h0 and ei*hu on L2(R, dx). We define 
w(t) = e~th"e-~th°. (8.22) 
To prove strong convergence of w(t) as t -+ -+-oo (see (8.2)) it suffices to prove 
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the strong convergence on a dense subset of L2(R, dx), since the w(t) are unitary. 
An appropriate dense set will consist of wave packets constructed from the 
solutions of (8.3) with/x = 0. In the course of our argument we will need to 
compare these with wave packets constructed from the solutions of (8.3), and 
we must now study these solutions in some detail. Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 gave 
conditions on ~ which imply that solutions of (8.3) behave asymptotically ike 
plane waves as x --+ ~oo.  We shall need the error terms to be square integrable. 
The following notation will be useful: 
DEFINITION 8.1. Suppose f and g are functions on R. We write 
(f~'~_~ g 
provided there is a bounded function r(x) with 
(8.23) 
(8.23)') 
+co [ r(x)] 2 dx < oo (8.24) 
(jo ) 
[ r(x)t 2 < oo (8.24') 
co 
and 
f(x) = g(x) + r(x). (8.25) 
For appropriate /~, Theorem 7.2 implies the existence of solutions ye(x) of 
(8.3) for which 
Yk(x) ~_~±~'-~ C+±(k)e 'k~ -J- C_±(k)e -~e~ 
(8.26) 
ikC+±(k)e i~  --  ik C ~(k)e -~ y'~(x) x~ 
The result of (8.26) will hold provided the hypotheses of Theorem 7.2 hold for 
the cases x --+ ~ ov and the corresponding error terms which we denote r~(x) 
satisfy 
r~-(x)  ~ 0 
x~- -co  
(8.27) 
r~+(x) ~ 0 
x-~+co 
For the rest of the discussion of one-dimensional scattering we shall assume that t~ 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) /x --~/~1 + 5°(x) dx where imp j~_~ t,i(ds) exists and ~o is bounded. (8.28) 
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(2) There is a closed set S C (0, oo) of Lebesgue measure zero 
such that for k ~ (0, oo)\S, the hypotheses ofTheorem 7.2 hold. 
(3) If K C (0, oo)\S is compact, the error terms rk:~(x) provided by 
Theorem 7.2 satisfy 
(8.29) 
sup re- (x)  ~ 0 
kEK x~- -~ 
sup r~ +(x) ~ O. 
7e~K x~+o~ 
(8.30) 
(See (8.60)-(8.63) for examples of measures /x satisfying these conditions.) 
We shall denote by ~ the set of bounded measurable functions with support 
in a set K of the type described in (3) above. (The set K may vary with the 
function.) N is dense inL2((0, oo), dk), and fo r fe  N we have 
~ r~+(x)f(k) dk.------O 
j l  ~ ( ) f (  r~- x h) dh.--..--O 
(8.31) 
These estimates will be needed later. For now we analyze further the coefficients 
C+~(k) and C_±(h) of (8.26). It follows from the proof of Theorem 7.2 (the in- 
vertibility of I-I~ :~ d (as)) that either the pair C:~+(k) or the pair C~:-(k) may be 
ehosen arbitrarily but not both. In fact we have 
(c++(k)~ = I ]  e,(~, - ~c+-(kh c_+(k)1 -~ ~C_-(h)f (8.32) 
as follows easily from (7.21). Of course (8.32) does not allow us to explicitly 
determine C:~+(k) from C:~-(k), but some information can be obtained. In fact, 
if Z is as in (7.22) and 2~* is its adjoint we have 
(~ g i )  Z* (O ~)=- -27  (8.33) 
and (8.27) and an elementary argument imply that 
Furthermore, since Z has trace zero, 
(8.34) 
det f ie  ~(a~) = 1. 
~oo 
(8.35) 
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From (8.34) and (8.35) it follows that Y I~ ea(a~) is of the form 
[ I  ~c~ (a(k) ~(k)~, l~ = 
-o0 = \b(k) d(k)] l a -- ]b ]z 1. (8.36) 
(Here g denotes the complex conjugate of z and I z I denotes the modulus of z.) 
From (8.32) and (8.36) we find 
(C++(k)~ C+-(k) b C_-(k)~ 
c +(k), = (b + C+-(k) ~ C_-(ky 
Using these facts we have 
l a 12-  {b [3 = 1. (8.37) 
PROPOSITION 8. l. 
(8.3) satisfying 
Then 
where 
Suppose ¢+(/z, k, x) and ¢-(I ~, k, x) 
¢+(/~, k, x) ~ e i~ 
¢-(m k, x) ~ e -~k~. 
~b+(t~, k, x) ~ a(k)d k* + b(k)e -i** 
¢-(/,, k, x) ~ ~(k)e ¢~ -}- ~(k)e -~ 
are the solutions of 
(8.38) 
(8.39) 
l a(k)] 2 -  ]b(k)] 2 = 1. (8.40) 
Remark. For /~=0,  we have a~l ,  b=0 and ¢+(O,k ,x )~e i~, 
¢-(0, kx) --= e -i~. 
The functions ¢+ and ¢-  are not inL~(R, dx), and we shall need to form wave 
packets which are. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. For f ig  E ~ (see the definition following 8.30) put 
¢+(/~, f, x) = ¢+(/z, k, x)f(k)  dk 
i. ¢-(~, g, x) ~ ¢-0,, k, x) g(k) ak 
(8.41) 
and 
¢0,,], e, x) = ¢+O,1, x) + ¢-(~, e, x). (8.42) 
Then we have: 
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(i) ~(tz, f ,g ,  x ) -~ ~b(O,f,g, x) (8.43) 
x~--oa 
(ii) ~(/~, f, g, x) ~ 4(0, af q- bg, bf + dg, x) (8.44) 
(iii) ~(t~,f,g, x) ~ ~(h,) and 
eUn, ~b(lz, f  g, x) -~ ~(t~, e"k~f, eitk~g, x). (8.45) 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are consequences of Proposition 8.1 and (8.31). To prove 
(iii) we first note that 5b(ix, f ,g, x) and (O/c~x) ~(iz, f ,g, x) ~L~(R, dx) by (8.43), 
(8.44) and the Plancherel Theorem. Next, since h, acts in the sense of distri- 
butions it is proved directly that 
h,,~(t , f, g, x) = ~(tt, k2n¢,,, k zn,,,~, x) n = 1, 2, 3,.... (846) 
Finally, (8.45) is easily proved by expanding eUn, in a series and applying to 
~b(~, f g, x). 
The following consequence of (843) and (8.44) will be crucial in the proof 
of existence of w~=: 
PROPOSITION 8.3. 
x~-o~  (0, {a -- 1} af + @' O, x) (8.47) 
x-~+'--'~ ~' (0, O, --bf + {a-- [aa 1~ + [b Ie}g , x) 
4(0, I, g, x) - ~ (~, I, ~ - ~ q , ~) 
( {a--1}g+bf ) (8.48) ~¢ 0 ,0 ,~ ,x 
~+----~  (o , -~  + ~-~l  ~ I~ + I b Iz~i , o,x). 
We now show that 
lira w(t) 4(0, f, g, x) (8.49) 
t-*~:oo 
exists. Since the ~b(0,f, g, x) are a dense subset of LZ(R, dx), this will prove 
existence of w ~. We consider first the case t -+ + oo. 
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We have 
w(t) 4(0, f, g, x) : ei~n"e-itn°¢(O, f, g, x) 
-- e ith" ~(0, e-itk~f, e-itk~g, x) 
a ' 
J- gita" (¢(O' e-it"f' e-it/;~' x) -- ~ (lz' e-it" f -- ~g ' e-it'~' 
' g")  + "%("  ') 
(8.50) 
where (by Proposition 8.3, equation (8.47)) ~o(x, t) is of the form: 
qo(x, t) (8.51) 
(9,(k)e ~u~+~o + 8(k)r~+(x)e -'~t) dk, (x ~ 0)) 
where ~, /3, 7, 8 are certain bounded functions with bounded support in the 
complement of the set S (see 8.29)). Hence, by (8.50) 
w(t) ~b(O, f  g, x) -- ~b (1~, f -- a 6g' g' x) = lJ 9(x, t)]lz~(a,a~) (8.52) 
L2(R,ax) 
We claim that 
lim [I 9(x, t)Hc~ = 0. (8.53) 
t~+oo 
Once (8.53) is established, we will have existence of w+ and in particular 
w+~(O, f, g, x) = ~ (/z, f 2 5g , g, x). (8.54) 
To prove (8.53) we first note that the integrals in (8.51) tend to zero as t ~ +oo 
pointwise in x by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. Hence (8.53) will follow from 
the dominated convergence theorem if we can show that 9(x, t) is dominated 
by a fixed L ~ function independent of t for t sufficiently large. The terms involving 
rk~(x) are so dominated by (8.31). To deal with the terms 
fo ~(k)ei(~-7"~) dk (x ~< 0) 
fo ~,(k)e -"~+k,t) dk (x >~ O) 
(8.54) 
5o5/3113-tz 
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we observe first that we may assume that a(k) and ~(k) are smooth functions 
since we may replace them by smooth approximations while changing ]} ~o(x, t)l]L~ 
by an arbitrarily small amount. Then we have 
® ~(k) dk 
[ fo c~(k)d'~*-~*'dk [-= [fo d (e~(~_~zt,) i(x -- 2kt) dk I (8.55) 
---Ifo e~ - '~ ,x - -2kt ]dk l<~C#+lx  I 
and by a similar integration by parts 
~o C, (x /> 0). (8.56) Ifo 7(k)e-"~+~"dkt ~< c,t +x  
Hence as t --+ q- oo, 9(x, t) is dominated by an L 2 functions, and this completes 
the proof of (8.53). 
An analogous argument using (8.48) shows that w- exists and 
i ,  g,  = i ,  a b i  , (857  
I t  follows from (8.54) and (8.57) that the ranges of w + and w- are equal--both 
are the closure in L2(R, dx) of the functions of form ~(~, f, g, x). This implies 
([3]) that the S operator 
s = (w+)* w-  (8.58) 
is unitary, and we have by (8.54) and (8.57) 
s¢(O,f,g,x)=¢(O,([ai~--albi2)f+a~g~ ,g--bfg ,x). (8.59) 
(Note that if/~ = 0, then a = 1, b --  0 and s is the identity.) 
EXAMPLES. The conditions (8,28), (8.29), (8.30) will be satisfied for: 
,~, a(x - n) (8.60) /£ = 2.~ n3/2+¢ 
where ~(x - -  n) is a unit point mass at x = n, and ~ > 0 
(8.61) 
/ z= 2..., rt 
,n,~l 
i~(dx) : sin(e ~) ,ix (8.62) 
s in X t~(dx) = Ix [3/4+, 0 < E < 5/4. (8.63) 
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For/z  of (8.61) the set S of (8.29) contains the points k = n~r, n = 1/2, 3/2, 
5/2, 7/2,.. and for t~ of (8.63), S = {1/2). 
Remark. Better results concerning existence of the wave operators can be 
proved if one first proves that solutions of (8.3) behave asymptotically (large 
] x I) like plane waves times anomalous factors of the form 
e i/2~ Io,(a~). (8.64) 
(These arise from the diagonal terms in 6 of (7.2l).) See [6] for examples in 
the case that/~ is of the form ix(dx) = V'(x) dx. The point is that by doing this, 
one obtains better estimates for the behavior of the difference between the 
solutions of (8.3) and their asymptotic form than one does by using just plane 
waves. However the proof of existence of the wave operators is more complicated 
for such cases than the proof we have given. Results along these lines have been 
proved by Michael Wolfe as part of a Ph. D. Thesis at The University of Texas 
at Austin. 
We next discuss three dimensional scattering. Since much of the analysis is 
very similar to that of the one dimensional situation just discussed we shall 
omit certain details. First we must define Hamiltonians in three dimensions 
analogous to the h, of (8.1). I f /x  is a locally real valued Borel measure on R 3 
(i.e. finite on compact sets), we can define the formal differential operator 
g.  = --zJ + ~ = - -  + gx~x~ ÷ + ~ (8.65) 
as a self-adjoint operator in L2(R 3, dx) at least for certain t~ (dx ~- three-dimen- 
sional Lebesgue measure). This can be done by considering the sesquilinear 
form associated with/z as a small form perturbation of H 0 = --A as was done 
for the h, of (8.1) above. We shall state the necessary conditions on/z and refer 
to [14] for the details. (Actually in the cited reference the case i~(dx) ~- q(x) dx 
is considered, but the generalization to the present situation is immediate.) 
Namely, suppose/~ is of the form 
= ~1 + V(x) dx 
where V is real valued and bounded and/z 1 satisfies 
sup ~ I X - -  y ]--1--~ I /~1 I (dy) < co 
~ee~ 3 "J}e-~l<l 
(8.66) 
(8.67) 
for some positive real number e. Under these conditions on /x there is a self- 
adjoint operator H,  in L2(R 8, ,ix) defined as follows: 
~(H~) is the set of all ~b ~ L2(R ~, dx) 
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such that: 
(i) The distributional derivatives ~b/3xi,  i = 1, 2, 3 belong to L~(R a, dx). 
(ii) --A~b +/z~b in the distributional sense belongs to Lz(R 3, dx). 
For such ~#, H,~b = - -A¢ @/x¢. 
In fact, we shall only be interested in measures/x of the form 
t*(dx) = #~(dr) d~ = r~lz(dr) sin ~o dO dqo (8.68) 
where tz(dr) is a local real valued Borel measure on (0, oo) (i.e. finite on compact 
sets) and (r, 0, ~o) are spherical coordinates in R 3. In terms of measures of this 
type we may rewrite (8.66), (8.67) as 
~(dx) = r2~l(dr) d~2 + V(r) dx = r2t~(dr) d£2 (8.69) 
where V(r) is bounded and/z 1 satisfies 
] x --  y ]-1-~ r 2 l I~1 I (dr) dr2 < oo (8.70) sup_ 
for some e > 0. 
Remark. (8.70) will be satisfied if ix~(dr) = 3(r --  ro) = a unit point mass 
at r = r0, or a linear combination of such terms. (Notice however that if 
/Xl(dr ) : 3(r) then r2tz~(dr) dg2 : 0.) 
We now define subspaees Se~ of L2(R 3, dx) by 
s~ = {¢ ~L~: ¢ = R(r) Ye~(o, ~)} (8.71) 
where Ye~ is a spherical harmonic. Then S¢~ reduces H u , and if we put 
rR(r) = ~(r) (8.72) 
then on S~ .... H.  is unitarily equivalent o an operator h~ on Le((0, ~) ,  dr) 
given by 
d 2 ~(d+ I) ,(dr)] = \ ( - -  ~ + + cp. (8.73) h.q~ 
r 2 
In (8.73), h, acts in the distributional sense on the open set (0, oo). The explicit 
determination of the domain of h, is a bit troublesome (boundary behavior at 
r = 0 must be determined). However, it is not difficult to show that ~(h,)  
contains all ~o EL2((0, oo), dr) such that: 
(i) dqo/dr and h,ep computed in the sense of distributions on (0, oo) 
are given by functions in L~((0, oo), dr). 
(ii) ~(r) = 0(r) as r --~ 0. 
( If  these conditions hold then r-l~o(r) will be in ~(H,) . )  
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For the rest of this section we put 
~( dr ) t(~ + 1) r2 + iz(dr) (8.74) 
and assume the following hold: 
(1)' tz(dr) satisfies (8.69) and (8.70) 
(2)' For each a > 0 the restriction of v(dr) to [a, oo) satisfies the conditions 
(1), (2), (3) following (8.27). (Of course, only the error term r~ + is relevant in 
the present situation.) 
(3)' rlz(dr) is of bounded total variation near 0, i.e. for some b > 0 
b 
o r l/z[ (dr) < oo. (8.75) 
We now discuss the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the equation 
d 2 
v(dr)) ¢(r) E¢(r), E k S > 0. (8.76) ( -  7~r~ + = -- 
In the present situation we are concerned with the behavior of ¢(r) as r ~ 0 
and r -+ +oo.  In the first place, we have (by Theorem 7.2) that solutions of 
(8.76) are of the form 
~(r) ,~ C+(k)e ~kr + C_(k)e -k~ (8.77) 
or more precisely 
¢(r) = C÷(h) e'~' + C_(k) e -'~r + O(r,"(O) (8.78) 
where rkv(r) is the error term profided by Theorem 7.2. We shall want solutions 
¢(r) which are O(r) as r --~ 0 so that we can construct wave packets which are 
in the domain of h, .  The following proposition assures the existence of suck 
solutions. 
PROPOSITION 8.4. Under the hypothesis (3)', there is a solution of (8.76) which 
is O(r ~+1) as r -4 0; the O(r z+l) term is uniform on bounded k intervals. 
Proof. See the proof in [2] or the discussion in [8] for the case ix(dr) -~ V(r) dr 
which generalizes to the present situation. The solution is found by iterating the 
integral equation 
¢( r )=r t+ l+ 1 f : f r  t+~ /+~ 2~ + 1 ~7 ~7 ! ¢(s)(t4ds) -- gas). 
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Using the above results we have a solution ~(d,/~, k, r) of (8:76) satisfying 
~o(t, t~, k, r) = O(r +~) as r--* 0 
~o(f, tx, k , r )~s in (k r - -  g--2ff + 3,(k)). 
(8.79) 
Remark. The phase term --~r/2 is chosen for convenience since it is known 
that for /z  = 0, the solutions of (8.76) which are 0(/+~) as r ~ 0 behave like 
const." sin(kr - -  d~r/2) + O(1- )  
88 r ----~ oO. 
We now construct wave packets. Let ~ be as in the definition following (8.30). 
PROPOSITION 8.5. For f ~ ~ define 
fo ) f ( )  ~(Z ~,f,  r) = ~( ~, ~, k, r .k. dk. 
Then ~( 4 ~, f , r) ~ ~(h.)  and 
ei*~"cp(d,/~, f, r) = ~(E,/x, eitk*fj, r). 
(8.80) 
(8.81) 
Proof. The proof is much like that of Proposition 8.2, part (iii). 
Now we are able to prove that the Moller wave operators 
O =~ = strong lim ei*U"e -ira" (8.82) 
exist onL~(R 3, dx). To prove (8.81) it suffices to prove that for each d = 0, 1, 2 .... 
w~ = strong lim eit~"e -ith° (8.83) 
t~±co 
exist onLY((0, oe), dr). To prove (8.83) we need only show that 
llm ei~h"e-ita°¢ (8.84) 
exists for a dense set of ¢ eL2((O, ~), dr). A suitable dense set consists of the 
~o(d, O,f, r) of Proposition 8.5 (with/~ = 0). The proof is very similar to that for 
the one dimensional case following (8.49). The results are 
w±~o(g, 0, f, r )  5o(E, ~, e~f ,  r). (8.85) 
We have that range(w-) ----- range(w +) and s = (w+) * w- is unitary, s is deter- 
mined by 
s~o(Z O, f, r) = qo(d, O, ee~e f, r). (8.86) 
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EXAMPLES. The hypotheses made on v(dr) of (8.74) hold if we take for ~(dr) 
expressions of the form (8.62)-(8.63) (with x replaced by r) or (8.60) with x 
replaced by r and • > 1/2. See also [8] for examples of the form tz(dr) ~- V(r) dr. 
NOTES TO THE REFERENCES 
Product integration of measures has been considered by several other authors. 
H. S. Wall [20] found product integral solutions of the equation 
M(x, y) - Z + dr(s). M(s, y) 
where F(s) is a continuous matrix valued function of bounded variation. The 
continuity of F implies that dF has no pure points which simplifies the analysis 
of the cited equation considerably. J. S. MacNerney [15] considered product 
integrals of the form 
I-[ (I + dF) 
where F is continuous and of bounded variation, and taking values in the ring 
of continuous transformations of a linear space, and various extensions. The 
results of Wall and MacNerney have been generalized and extended by various 
authors (see the notes to [9] for about fifty references) to include product 
integration of functions and measures with values in a normed ring or normed 
abelian group. G. Schmidt [19 studied product integrals 
b 
U eA(S)u(ds) 
a 
with/z a positive Borel measure and A(s) Banach space valued and "strongly 
integrable", from a point of view much like that of the present paper; in the 
context we have considered, however, our existence proof is much simpler and 
more direct. Our existence proof also may be applied with essentially no change 
for the case of a Banach space operator valued function A(x) which is Bochner 
integrable with respect o a positive measure/~. Hildebrandt [13] has studied 
solutions of an integral equation similar to (4.55); however in his equation the 
integration is over a closed rather than half-open interval. Hildebrandt constructs 
his solutions by using a product integral which is modified at the pure points 
of the measure involved; his discussion and ours are similar in some respects, 
but differ in the technical details. The Schr6dinger equation with "potentials" 
which are measures i  considered in [11] and [16]. Product integration plays 
no part in either of these papers. The results on existence of the wave operators 
in [11] overlap with our results, but have a different range of applicability. 
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